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Abstract. The multiple signal classification, MUSIC algorithm, introduces linear space to direction 
estimation, which realizes the breakthrough of the sound source direction resolution and lays an 
important foundation for the method and theory of spacial spectrum estimation.  In order to better 
use the algorithm to estimate the direction of the sound source signal, this paper illustrates equally 
spaced linear array based on the MUSIC algorithm model and carries out the comparative 
simulation study on the narrow-band and the broad-band sound source signal direction estimation. 
Computer simulation shows that MUSIC algorithm can achieve super resolution direction 
estimation of the narrowband signals, and when MUSIC algorithm is used to estimate the direction 
of broadband signals, its performance is greatly degraded. And finally the conclusion is that in the 
narrowband sound source signal direction estimation, MUSIC algorithm functions remarkably, and 
when handling voice and other broadband source signal direction estimation, it needs to be further 
improved. 

Introduction 

Sound source direction estimation is one of the hot areas in signal processing study in recent 
decades. It first collects voice signals, then uses digital signal processing technology to analyze and 
process them and achieves the signal spatial spectrum, and finally estimates the sound source 
direction. The sound source direction estimation mainly researches super-resolution estimation, 
multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm proposed by Schmidt and others -- one of the 
algorithms to achieve super-resolution direction estimation[1-3]. MUSIC algorithm relates to not 
only the direction vector and array structure, but the signal frequency as well [4-5]. 

Characteristics and principles of MUSIC algorithm 

MUSIC algorithm is characterized by high spatial spectrum resolution and asymptotical unbiased 
estimation for the number of sources, DOA, background noise level and signal strength. It can 
achieve multi-channel DOA estimation. If signal subspace is smaller than noise subspace, that is the 
source number is less than half of array elements, MUSIC algorithm has better estimation 
performance[6,7]. 

The basic principle of MUSIC algorithm is as follows. When signal and background noise satisfy 
certain conditions, and the source number is less than that of the array elements, eigenvalue 
decomposition can be used to decompose the correlation matrix data output from the matrix 
elements and they are decomposed into signal subspace and noise subspace, which are 
orthogonal[8]. When the signal to noise ratio is sufficient, the signal subspace’s eigenvalue will be 
larger than the noise subspace eigenvalue, thus it is easy to distinguish the signal subspace and 
noise subspace, the subspace rank is less than that of the autocorrelation matrix. Using signal or 
noise subspace and the vector direction to form a spatial spectrum, and scan, when scanning DOA, 
the spacial spectrum will achieve larger value and the signal direction estimation will be 
acquired[9]. 
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MUSIC algorithm 

Currently, the theory and method of using array to estimate the direction has layed theoretical 
foundation for estimation of the sound source signal direction. MUSIC algorithm based on 
traditional model of equally spaced linear array (Figure 1) introduces the concept of the linear space 
into direction estimation. This will realize the breakthrough of the resolution in sound source 
direction. 

 
Fig.1  Traditional model of equally spaced linear array 

One sample is called one snapshot. Suppose N snapshots of the received signals were observed in 
each array element. Using these observed values to construct correlation matrix, the desired signal 
s(n) ’s  DOA --  -- can be achieved.Suppose 
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Equation (1) is the sample autocorrelation matrix of the observed signal vector. The ideal 
autocorrelation matrix is impossible to get, so more snapshots should be used to estimate the 
autocorrelation matrix, that is the sample autocorrelation matrix. When the snapshot number tends 
to infinity, the sample autocorrelation matrix will converge to an ideal auto-correlation matrix with 
the probability 1, because the signal is stationary,For the array signal observation model described 
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 , the following assumptions can be made. 

The equally spaced linear array, for different i , vectors ）（ i are unrelated. That is the 
direction matrix is a full column rank matrix. Each element of additive noise vector is zero mean of 

Gaussian white noise, uncorrelated, and has the same variance, satisfying (2); In which 2 is  the 
additive noise variance. 

    IneeneEneE H 2)()(,0)(                              （2） 

Singal sources are independent of each other, that is to say the signal source derived from the 
correlation matrix is the non-singular matrix, but full matrix, satisfying (3);The signal (3)source and 
noise are independent of each other and satisfy equation （4）.Under the assumed conditions, from 

equation （1）, the following（5） is achieved.   

   pnsnsrank H )()(                                           （3） 

    0)()(,0))(  nsneEnensE HH                                  （4）  

      IAPAnensAnensAEnxnxERxx HHH 2)()()()()()())(   （5） 

Among which, ）（AA   )()( nHsnsEP  . So Rxx is the symmetric matrix of a full matrix. 

When decompose its eigenvalue, the following equation can be acquired.            

 )(, 22
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The total number of Rxx ’s eigenvalues is M.  （5）multiplies HU left and U  right, equation 

（7）can be acquired,（6）multiplies HU left and U right, equation （8）can be acquired.    

    UIAPAURxxUU HHH )( 2                         （7） 

   UUUURxxUU HHH                           （8） 

With equations （7）and （8）,  （9）can be acquired. The vector matrix is a full matrix, so 
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In which 2
P

2
1 ,   are autocorrelation matrix HAPA ’s eigenvalues  of the observed signals 

)(nAs , when there is no additive noise.  So with equations （9）and（10）, the eigenvalues of the 

observed signals )(nx ’s autocorrelation matrix will be achieved.     
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Equation (11) shows that, when there is additive observed white noise in the background, the 
autocorrelation matrix’s eigenvalues of the observed vectors )(nx are composed by two parts. The 

former p’s eigenvalues are the total values of 2
i and 2 -- the variance of the additive white noise, 

and the latter M-p’s are the variance of the additive white noise’s variance 2 .  

When the signal to the noise ratio is sufficient, 2
i > 2 , it is easy to distinguishRxx ’s larger p 

eigenvalues 2
i + 2 and M-P smaller ones 2 . These main eigenvalues P are the signal 

eignevalues, and M-p are the noise eigenvalues. With these signal eigenvalues and noise ones, 
characteristic matrix U ’s column vectors can be divided two parts. They are    

   pp uussS  ,1,1                                        （12） 

   Mpp uuggG M  ,1,1                                    （13） 

 SGU                                                  （14） 

In which, u is U’s column vector, S is the signal eigenvector and G is the noise eigenvector. The 
space  pssspan ,,1 composed by S is called the signal subspace and   pMggspan -1, by G is 

noise subspace. With （6）, （15） can be achieved.         

 IUUUU HH                                           （15） 
So U is a unitary matrix, according the feathure of the unitary matrix, the signal subspace and 

the noise subspace are orthogonal. That is    pp Mggspanssspan   ,1,1  

With equations（12）,（13）and （15）, equation ( 16) can be achieved. 

    Muuspanuuspan pp ,1,1                                 （16） 

If G multiplies  Rxx right , with equations（2.5）,（2.6）,（14）and（16）, the following two 
equations can be acquired.Thus (18) 
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0,0  GAPAGGAPA HHH                                   （18）                                                                                                                    

P  is full rank matrix, the determinant is not 0,  so 0GAH  
When equation （11） is substituted into 0GAH , (19) is acquired. 

p
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When 0)(,,,1  GH
p   .Putting （19） into the form of scalar, spacial spectrum is (20) 
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From equation （20）, the p max p ，，1 can be achieved and the p DOA are p ，，1 . 
And finally, MUSIC algorithm is concluded as follows. 
 

 
Fig.2  MUSIC algorithm processes 
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Computer simulation 

 
The simulation conditions are as follows. 8 array elements equally spaced linear array, angle 

searching ranges are 090 ~ 090 , searching step width is 1; incidence angle is 045 ,the 
background noise is the Gaussian white noise, the signal to noise ratio is 20dB; signal center 
frequency is 1KHz, space separation between array elements is half of the center frequency to wave 
length, that is 0.171m. 

The modulating signal(21),The sound carrier(22),FM signal(23) 
  )102cos(2)( ttu                                  （21） 

)102cos(14)( 3ttuc                                 （22） 

  )102sin102cos(14)( 3 tmttu fFM                      （23） 

In the equations fm is the FM index. When fm is far smaller than 1, it is called narrowband FM 
signal; and when much larger than 1, the broadband one.  

(1) Estimation of narrowband signal direction 

When 0.01fm , the narrowband signal power spectrum is as fig 3（Narrow band signal power 

spectrum） , and the direction estimation simulation is as fig 4(Direction estimation using  
MUSICAlgorithm for narrow-band signal based on linear array) 
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Fig.3 Narrow band signal power spectrum  Fig.4 Direction estimation using  MUSIC  algorithm 

 
(2) Estimation of broadband signal direction  

When 100fm , the broadband signal power spectrum is as Fig 5（Wideband signal power 

spectrum）, and the direction estimation simulation is as Fig 6(Direction estimation using MUSIC 
Algorithm for wideband signal based on linear array). 
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Fig.5  Wideband signal power spectrum  Fig. 6  Direction estimation using MUSIC Algorithm 
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The causes for the incorrect estimation are as follows. The direction vector chooses the center 
frequency, while the broadband signal frequency covers broadly, so that the maximum signal 
frequency and the lowest number of frequency will greatly deviated from center frequency. For the 
high-frequency components, it results in the large array element spacing, which leads to false peaks. 
For the low-frequency components, it leads to much smaller array element spacing, which results in 
peak broadening. This results in MUSIC algorithm’s significant performance degradation when 
estimating broadband signal direction. 

Conclusion 

 
Analysis shows that the MUSIC algorithm can achieve super-resolution signal direction 

estimation of the narrowband. If the signal bandwidth increases, MUSIC algorithm estimation 
performance will be greatly degraded. In practice, there are lots of broadband signals, such as 
estimation of the voice signal direction. It can improve MUSIC algorithm with the combination of 
the characters of the voice signal processing. In order to improve voice signal and other broadband 
signal direction estimation performance, the algorithm can be further studied and improved to adapt 
to source signal direction estimation of the broadband array.  
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